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2,752 vizualiz. 478 preuzimanja Save Download Via email Download also the Variations Source Sans Pro Regular is the perfect source for all your fun designs. Izvor Sans Pro Regular was designed by Paul D Hunt. The author works at Adobe Sustavi incorporated. You can also visit the author's website
by clicking here: . Fountain family is Izvor Sans Pro. And subfamily is Regular.About Izvor Sans Pro RegularSource Sans Pro Regular source is free for personal use only. Please speak to the author for commercial use or for any support. You can use Izvor Sans Pro Redoviti to create dizajni, covers,
shop and store name and interesting. Izvor Sans Pro Regular font is perfect for branding projects, household utilities dizajnira, product packaging - or simply as an elegant text overlay on any background image. Izvor Sans Pro Regular; Izvor Sans Pro Regular Source; Izvor Sans Pro Regular Font free of
all; Izvor Sans Pro Regular Download source free;legal sources;download;ttf gratis;source ttf;typographic families;typography;dingbats;typeface;true typeSource:Supplied Source free;source free Izvor Sans Pro Regular; Izvor Sans Pro Regular source free of all; Source Izvor Sans Pro Regular; DOE AND
HELP US! We are without profitable peraje and not corporate. Help us fulfill our mission to keep the sources free. © 2014-2020| MoreSources Izvor Sans Pro ExtraLight Izvor Sans Pro ExtraLight Italic Izvor Sans Pro Izvor svjetlosti Sans Pro Light Italic Izvor Sans Pro Redoviti izvor Sans Pro Italic Izvor
Sans Pro Semibold Izvor Sans Pro Semibold Italic Izvor Sans Pro Bold Izvor Sans Pro Bold Italic Izvor Sans Pro Crni Izvor Sans Pro Crni italični izvor Sans Pro ExtraLight Izvor Sans Pro ExtraLight Italic Izvor Sans Pro Izvor svjetlosti Sans Pro Light Italic Izvor Sans Pro Redoviti izvor Sans Pro Italic Izvor
Sans Pro Semibold Izvor Sans Pro Semibold Italic Izvor Sans Pro Bold Izvor Sans Pro Bold Ita lic , 2012 Adobe Systems Incorporated ( , s rezerviranim nazivom izvor fonta. Sva prava pridržana. Izvor je zaštitni znak tvrtke Adobe Systems Incorporated u Sjedinjenim Američkim Državama i/ili drugim
zemljama. Ovaj font softver licenciran je pod sil open font licencom, verzija 1.1. Ova licenca je kopirana u nastavku, i također je dostupan s često postavljanim pitanjem na: —————————————————————————————- SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 Veljača 2007
—————————————————————————————- PREAMBLE Ciljevi Licence otvorenog fonta (OFL) su poticanje svjetskog razvoja suradničkih fontkata, podrška naporima stvaranja fontova akademskih i jezičnih zajednica te pružanje slobodnog i otvorenog okvira u kojem se fontovi
mogu dijeliti i poboljšavati u partnerstvu s drugima. OFL allows licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and redistributed freely until they are sold themselves. Fonts, including all derivative works, may be merged, embedded, redistributed and/or sold with any software provided that not all reserved
names use derivative works. Fonts and derivatives, however, cannot be published under any other type of license. The requirement that fonts remain under this license does not apply to any document created using fonts or their derivatives. DEFINITIONS Font Software refers to a set of files published by
the Copyright Owner (copyright holders) under this license and clearly marked as such. This can include source files, script creation, and documentation. Reserved Font Name applies to all names listed as such after the copyright statement. The original version refers to a collection of Font Software
components distributed by the copyright holder.s). The modified version refers to any derivative performed by adding, deleting, or replacing — partially or entirely — any of the components of the original version, changing the format, or attaching the font of the software to the new environment. The author
refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer or other person who contributed to the font software. PERMISSION AND CONDITIONS Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person who obtains a copy of the font software, to use, study, copy, merge, install, modify,
redistribute and sell modified and unmodified copies of the font software, subject to the following conditions: 1) Neither Font Software nor any of its individual components, in the original or modified versions, may be sold on their own. 2) Original or modified versions of font software may be grouped,
redistributed and/or sold with any software, provided that each copy contains the above copyright notice and this license. They can be included either as standalone text files, human-readable headers, or corresponding metadata fields that can be read in text or binary files as long as the user can easily
view these fields. 3) No modified version of the font software may use reserved font name(s) unless the appropriate copyright holder grants explicit written permission. This restriction applies only to the primary font name as presented to users. 4) The name(s) of the copyright holders or authors of the font
software may not be used to promote, approve or advertise any modified version, except for the recognition of the contributions of the copyright(s) and authors(s) or with their express written permission. 5) Font software, modified or unmodified, partially or wholly, must be fully distributed under this license
and may not be distributed under any other license. Request that fonts under this license, it does not apply to any document created by using font software. Termination of the contract This license becomes nothing if any of the above have not been fulfilled. DISCLAIMER FONT SOFTWARE IS
PROVIDED AS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES FOR TRADING, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-FINANCIALITY OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK, OR OTHER LAW. IN ANY
EVENT, THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, ACCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN A LAWSUIT OF A CONTRACT, CAKE OR OTHERWISE,
ARISING FROM THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE FONT SOFTWARE OR OTHER TASKS IN FONT SOFTWARE. The license for this font is an SIL OFL license. This license does not allow us to redistribute derived font versions without changing the wholesale name inside and outside the font. Until we
understand the reasonable method of delivery and compliance with the license, you will need to use the Webfont Generator on them yourself, renaming the fonts appropriately. If you are a designer of this font, and this was an unintended consequence of using an OFL license, please contact us and give
us permission to allow webphone conversions. Thank you! The Sans Pro source was designed by Paul D. Hunt under Robert Slimbach. It was Adobe's first open source typography family, conceived primarily as a typeface for user interfaces. The Sans Pro source draws inspiration from the clarity and
readability of twentieth-century American Gothic typography. Distil of the best archetypal qualities of these models, Paul followed a rational design approach by simplifying glyph shapes by paring them to their essential shape. However, to make it easier to distinguish similar letter formats (such as
uppercase I and lowercase L), some additional details have been added. In addition to providing such explicit clarity in short text strings, another fundamental consideration of the design was to create a typography that reads well in extended settings. This can be seen in general proportions: The Sans
Pro source is designed with a generous width than many other comparable Gothic and its shorter majuscule letters, combined with minuscule letters with longer extenders, create a more comfortable reading texture in longer paragraphs of text. The Sans Pro source currently supports a wide range of
languages using Latin scripts. In addition, the non-italic fonts of this family support the modern and polytonic Greek language, and also contain coverage of extended Cyrillic. Other members of the larger source type of system include Source Code Pro, a monospaced version of Source Sans designed
specifically for encoding, and Source Serif Pro. As an open source project, incremental updates are expected to be made over time to expand the coverage and functionality of the glyph set. If you are interested in contributing to this open source project, visit this project page on GitHub for information on
how to get involved. The Sans Pro source can be customized and redistributed according to conditions Open Font License Agreement (OFL). In many Windows® applications, instead of each font that appears on the menu, fonts are grouped into sets associated with the style, and only the base style font
name for the set is displayed in the menu. Italic and bold weight fonts of the set (if any) are not displayed in the font menu, but can still be accessed by selecting the base style font, and then using the italic and bold style buttons. In this family, such programs will display only the following font names in the
basic style in the menu: Sans Pro Source Sans Pro Black Source Sans Pro ExtraLight Source Sans Pro Light Source Sans Pro Semibold On the Mac OS operating system, although each font appears as a separate entry on the font menu, users can also select fonts using stylistic links. Choosing a basic-
style font and then using style links (as described above for Windows applications) improves document compatibility across multiple platforms with many applications, such as Microsoft Word, although it is unnecessary with more sophisticated Adobe applications such as recent versions of Illustrator,
Photoshop, or InDesign. However, you should not select a basic font that does not have a variant associated with the style, and then use a bold or italic formatting button. This way, it will either have no effect or result in program boldness or a tilting base font, which will typically produce poorer screen and
print results. Release note For all Roman family fonts Source Sans Pro: version 2.010 created on Fri 27 Jun. 11.31:39 2014. For all italic fonts of the Family Source Sans Pro: version 1.065 created on Wed 25 Lip. 13.50:02 2014. version 2.010 created in 2014/06/27 ● [This release is Roman font only] ●
Fixed inconsistencies in several derived glyphs. version 2.005 created in 2014/06/25 ● [This release is Roman fonts only] ● Fixed issue affecting composite glife with accents below in TrueType fonts Version 1.065 created in 2014/06/25 ● [This release is just italic fonts] ● Fixed TT hinting at issues in
Ohorn and eight. ● Adjusted the position of some accents over a.alt. ● Fixed issue affecting composite glyphs with accents below in TrueType fonts. version 2.000 created in 2014/06/17 ● [This release is only Roman fonts] ● Geometric shapes are larger. (GitHub problem #39) ● Adds tight space without
interruption [U+202F] (GitHub problem #30) ● Updates kerning small plugs and adds a small cap of punctuation (GitHub issues #15 &amp; #27) ● Adds Cyrillic and Greek support (GitHub issues #6 &amp; #38) ● Diacritics size and format updates (GitHub release #21) ● Adjusts the height of the
superscript to coordinate the initial value of letters and numbers (GitHub release #18) version 1.060 created in 2014/06/17 ● [Italic Fonts Only] Updates the size and format of the diacritics. version 1.050 created in 2013/04/16 ● [TrueType] Coordinated vertical alignment of letter tops in all styles on
different styles (GitHub Release #25) version 1.040 created in 2013/04/08 ● Adds Zero_Width_Non_Breaking_Space (ZWNBS, U + FEFF) to solve problem #20 version 1.039 created in 2012/10/19 ● Restored fonts with the new MakeOTF version. version 1.038 created in 2012/10/15 ● Updates TTF
fonts with a better hint of asciitilde and absocval, suggesting this hint. version 1.037 created in 2012/10/11 ● Updates the Majuscule metric in lighter weights. ● Updates fonts to add lowercase letters and uppercase uppercase letters to upright styles. ● Adds the following signs for transliteration:
Blinebelow blinebelow ● Klinebelow klinebelow Emacronacute emacronacute Omacronacute omacronacute primemod ● Adds the following signlet : bardbl iterrobang ceilingleft ceilingright ● floorleft floorright bracketleftwhite bracketrightwhite brackhalftopleft ● brackhalftopright brackhalfbotleft
brackhalfbotright ● Adds dotted zero and cut zero. version 1.036 created in 2012/09/12 ● Updates bug fixing fonts in TTF versions where the GDEF table was not included. version 1.035 created in 2012/09/10 ● Updates the fitting for 'u' and its associated glyphs. Updates kerning in upright fonts. Version
1.034 created in 2012/08/15 ● Improved sidebearings of some glyphs, improved kerning classes, improved some kern pairs. ● Fixed measurement problems with upright letter D and composites. ● Added glyphs and OT feature support for Jarai language. ● Added 'ordfeminin' glyph to 'ss02' feature. ●
Changed the glyph name 'schwa.supss' to 'uni0259.sups'. ● Changed weightClass value of ExtraLight fonts from 250 to 200. ● Changed OS/2.usWinAscent and OS/2.usWinDescent values are the same in all fonts. ● Altered hheja. Ascender and hhea. Down values as a result of OS/2usWin changes. ●
Changed version number of table OS/2 from 4 to 3. ● They matched the copyright strings. Version 1.033 created in 2012/07/31 Some glyphs in font cannot be accessed unless you are using an OpenType-compatible application. If you need technical assistance, please email us type-
questions@adobe.com. Specific font resources can also be found in Adobe Type forums for users. Forums.
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